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MINUTES OF GENERAL MEETING 

Logan & Beaudesert Bushwalkers 

 
Meeting opened at 7.15pm 

Attendance: 

Members: Sue Simpson, Peter Rice, Bruce Ludlow, Heather  O’Toole, Denise & Ken Bouyer, Chris 

Symons, Brian Watson, Scherie Thompson, Jenny Kemp, Karen Roach 

 

 Apologies: Heather O’Keeffe, Mark Filius, Andrew & Sue McLeod, Jill Belford, Su Jewell, Allan Cook, 

Ruby Valle, Karen & Ross Viahos, Malcolm & Lynne 

 

Minutes of previous meeting: 

As per April newsletter.  Peter Rice accepted the minutes as being accurate.   

Seconded by Bruce Ludlow. 

 

Business arising from the minutes: 

Nil 

 

Treasurer's Report  - None for the month of May 

 

General Business 

 Kokoda Challenge – Gold Coast Hinterland. If interested in helping out please contact Lynne 

 Good turnout at the Tooloom Falls bush camp – a great bonfire each evening, with a few day trippers 
meeting up with the campers. 

 There are 12 people going on the through walk from O’Reilly’s to Binna Burra with 2 Safari Tents 
booked for the night. Scherie will check about linen. Saturday walkers start there walk from Binna Burra 
and meet up with the trough walkers. 

 Andrew is interested in through walks, if anyone is keen let him know.  

 Midweek walks are starting 

 A few are interested in doing a bike ride from Yarraman to Linville and maybe some to walk. Date to be 
arranged  

 Cancer Council Bunnings Sausage Sizzle at Browns Plains on 20th May  

 We wish Catherine the best in her venture with working in India for a year. 

Meeting closed at 8.05 pm  

  



 
 

Future Walks 
 

MAY 

Sat 5
th
 May 

Maroon Cave 
Rathdowney/Maroon 
Meet at Beaudesert at 7:00am 

D.W. M-4-4 Brian 0409 010 436 

5
th
-7

th
 May 

Camp – Tooloom Falls Urbenville 
See below for more details  

B.C.  Sue 
0414 575 509 

Sat 12
th
 May 

Gonna Trail  
Wyaralong Dam  -   BBQ 
Meet at Beaudesert at 7:00am 

D.W. M-4-4 Brian 0409 010 436 

Sat 19
th
 May  

Illanbah Cave (Needs to be checked before 
confirmation) 
Meet at Canungra - 7:00am 

D.W. L-4-4 Brian 0409 010 436 

Sat 26
th
 May 

Warrie and Twin Falls Circuits, Springbrook 
Meet at Canungra – 7.00am 

D.W. 
L-4-4 
S-2-2 

Brian 
0409 010 436 

JUNE 

2
nd

 June 
Birnham Range – from Trevis Road   
Meet at Logan Village Hall – 7.00am 

D.W. S-3-3 Brian 
0409 010 436 

9
th
 June 

Binna Burra - Border Track  
Meet up with through walkers 

D.W. S-3-3 Brian 
0409 010 436 

 
More details will be emailed with a Head’s Up prior to each walk. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Notes for Saturday walkers 
 

 If possible, please email or sms your intention to walk to the walk coordinator instead of phoning.  The 
walk coordinator will always reply to confirm that you are listed for the walk and provide you with any 
necessary details. Please sms at a respectful hour 

 

 Alternatively, please phone the walk coordinator between the hours of 6pm to 8pm on the Thursday 
before the walk or as requested by the coordinator. 
 

 Please check the walks list to see when you have been nominated to coordinate a walk 
 

 The weekly walks will also be on the Facebook page which is updated every Wednesday night  
www.facebook.com/loganbeaudesertbushwalkers 

 
 

 
Phone numbers for Park Rangers and the web address for park alerts 

Binna Burra - 5533 3996 
Boonah - 5463 5041 

Main Range - 4666 1133 
O'Reillys - 5544 0634 

Park alerts can be found on the  
Department of National Parks, Recreation, Sport and Racing web site  

http://www.nprsr.qld.gov.au/park-alerts/index.php 

Emergency Numbers 
if you are unable to get through to 000 use 112 on your mobile phone 

 

http://hwww.facebook.com/loganbeaudesertbushwalkers
http://www.nprsr.qld.gov.au/park-alerts/index.php


 
 

Please Note 

 

THURSDAY is the deadline to notify the Coordinator  
for through walks, base camps and Saturday walks 

 
FRIDAY is the deadline to notify the Coordinator for Sunday walks 

 
Some walks may be changed at the last minute due to weather or other conditions 

 
PLEASE ensure you contact the coordinator before your chosen walk or check the Facebook 

page 
 

When car pooling, passengers are to pay $7 petrol money to the driver  
at the Drivers discretion 

 

Make sure these are in your pack Every Week & Every Walk 
 

*Hat  * First-aid Kit *Torch * Insect Repellent 
*Food *1-2ltr Water *Watch *Sunscreen  

 

*Jumper *Paper & Pencil *Whistle  
*Raincoat *Map & Compass *Lighter / Matches  

    

Walk Grading’s 
 

Walkers Guide: Participants are required to read and understand the Grading System for activities as listed.  They should ensure 
that they are able to complete the listed walk.  New members will normally start with two shorter and easier walks with the Club, 
such as easy terrain, easy fitness, and or short to medium length and progress by one grading step per activity. 

 

Distance 
S  Short - Under 10km 
M Medium - 10 – 15 km 
L Long - 15 – 20 km 
XL Extra Long - 20+ km 

Fitness 

1 Basic - suitable for beginners, up to 4 hours walking, flat 
2 Basic - suitable for beginners, up to 4 hours walking, minor hills 
3 Easy - suitable for beginners, up to 5 hours walking, undulating terrain 
4 Reasonable level of fitness required -up to 5 hours walking 
5 Moderate level of fitness required - up to 6 hours walking, agility required 
6 Medium level of fitness - up to 6 hours walking, agility required 
7 High - up to 8 hours walking, high fitness, endurance and agility required 
8 Hard - 8 hours or longer walking, high fitness, endurance and agility required 
9 Challenging - up to 12 hours walking, very high fitness, endurance and agility required 

 
Terrain 

1 Smooth, reasonably flat path 
2 Graded path / track with minor obstacles 
3 Graded track with obstacles such as rock, roots, fallen debris or creek crossings 
4 Rough unformed track or open terrain with obstacles such as rock, roots, fallen debris or 

creek crossings 
5 Rough or rocky terrain with small climbs using hands or rock hopping 
6 Steep, rough or rocky terrain with large climbs using hands or rock hopping 
7 Climb / descend step rock using hands or footholds, may be some exposure, good upper body 

strength 
8 Climb / descend near vertical rock with exposure, climbing skills may be required 
9 Sustained climbing or descending of vertical or near vertical rock with exposure, advanced 

climbing skills required, good upper body strength 
 
Activity 

  
DW Day Walk  BC Base Camp TW Through Walk 

SOC Social Activity S&T Safety and Training Bush Qld Bush Walking Qld 

FMR Federation Mountain Rescue    

  



 
 

Mount Mitchell – 21 April 2018   by: Peter Rice 

Friday, 20 April, saw some short term heavy rain and a neighbour indicating that here at Cedar Vale the lightning and 

the thunder were simultaneous, which can be the case sometimes as evidenced by the huge gum tree just six metres 

from my boundary fence struck by lightning and rendered into hundreds of pieces of many sizes some years ago.  A 

check of the B.O.M. site indicated a huge cloud mass covering a very large area of this corner of the state moving 

seawards. What the morning of the 21 April would bring was not promising. 

Saturday dawned and the majority of the cloud mass of the previous evening had all but disappeared. The morning 

was slightly cool, the skies above clear and the only clouds apparent were those on the southern and western 

horizons. There was no getting away from it, the walk was going to be on. 

Only eight walkers had registered on the “Trip Sheet”, five to assemble at Jubilee Park at Beaudesert and the other 

three to meet at the car park at the top of Cunningham’s Gap from where the walk would start. By the time we left 

Beaudesert, however, two walkers had pulled out but we gained another four and instead of three being at 

Cunningham’s Gap there were four, a total of twelve, altogether, including a friend of the co-ordinator  from many 

years ago. 

Unfortunately, the walk co-ordinator was otherwise involved so the leadership was handed over to two apprentices 

who both had done the Mount Mitchell walk many times before. There is nothing hazardous about this walk apart 

from getting to the other side of the road to start the walk with traffic approaching from the east being upon you in 

a flash. The track is so well defined so there is no chance of being waylaid. So, at 8.30 a.m. we started this 10.2 

kilometre walk, not a particularly difficult one, 5.1 kilometres upwards and the exact same distance on the exact 

same path down. 

The first section of the walk saw us climb and then walk close to the 

edge of the rock face seen from the road, not being able to see but 

to hear the sound of the traffic below. The track took us through 

rain forest with a similarity of trees to those in the Binna Burra, 

Green Mountains sections with the occasional huge box gum 

dotting the slopes, keeping genuine rain forest trees company. 

There was not much of the diversity of natural plants as might be 

found at Binna Burra and O’Reillys and that dreaded lantana had 

made its way into this area to spoil the natural beauty of the place. 

It’s obvious that there had been an effort to eradicate it in places with lantana bushes being devoid of leaves 

probably as a result of spraying and its scraggly, thin, thorny branches being but a bare framework. 

It wasn’t too long before the acting leader was deposed from his position because of complaints that he was leading 

the group too slowly and the group would be late for lunch. [?]  

The rain forest gave way to eucalypt trees and then casuarinas with an understorey of Xanthorrhoeas or grass trees 

or blackboys but it was too early for them to be in bloom thus disappointing a host of insects that usually buzz about 

them collecting nectar when their spikes are topped with blossoms. It was in this section that our progress was 

interrupted by a huge carpet snake, probably close to three metres in length. It looked fit and healthy and alert but, 

realising that coolness was starting off each morning and that it would 

become progressively more sluggish, wanted that last feed before 

winter set in and the reptile was forced to spend the colder months 

asleep, hidden in a hollow log, in a crevice amongst the rocks or in a 

hole in the ground. Thankfully none of the walkers were threatened by 

its closeness as we passed. 

  



 
 

 

The landscape changed again with the track slowly making its way up the side of the mountain with sclerophyll 

forest being down to our right and mossy rocky terrain to our left.  This was broken by a rockslide from past years 

where the area gouged out had been quickly covered with crofton weed, a weed that soon disguises the scars 

caused by any slides. Thus we continued having separated into several groups with the deposed leader bringing up 

the rear with another walker who was taking it easy and with whom he indulged in the usual talk on matters soon 

forgotten. 

The reaching of the rock stairs meant that our usual lunch spot was at hand. There were a half dozen or so sets of 

stairs comprising no more than a dozen steps each that allowed for a quick, final ascent. At this stage the landscape 

had changed again with a number of heathland shrubs and low- growing rainforest trees dominating. Here was the 

sign warning of the dangers associated with the rocky lookout at which we lunched – the edges in some sections 

were sheer so it was unwise to be off your guard at this location. The sky was clear, unlike our last visit when 

visibility was almost zero. To our right Moogerah 

Dam could be seen clearly as could the highway as 

it snaked its way up to the Gap. Surprisingly, no one 

had complained about leeches, unlike last time 

when I, alone, would have had fifteen of the blood 

suckers at the top of my right boot waiting to make 

their way down to my foot. Some of the other 

walkers on that trip developed “leech phobia” and 

high-tailed it back to the car park as soon as they 

could, even seeking refuge in their vehicles out of 

reach of these sinister attackers. This trip only three 

were encountered, one on the actual skin, a second that had failed to attach to a body and was on a pair of pants 

when we returned to the carpark and the third that gave no indication of having made its presence felt until after 

the victim returned home to find a bloody wound. 

[Above us lay the summit of Mount Mitchell, not that far above our lunch spot but something that we have never 

bothered to reach as a group and from there the view must be spectacular.] 

It didn’t seem that the last to arrive at the usual destination had been there for 

too long when there were indications that the new leader was signalling that we 

were about to start down. So, once more, we started down, this time finishing 

up in three groups, the quick, the relaxed and the dawdlers with a lapse of about 

fifteen minutes between when the first and the last arrived back at the cars. The 

carpet snake was still obvious but on the other side of the track, this time. One 

of the walkers had slipped on the track but was uninjured so we all finished this 

in good spirits and reasonably unscathed from this popular walk, one which can 

be taken by anyone reasonably fit. It provides for a walk that takes you through 

a variety of vegetation and provides of some spectacular views of the Fassifern 

Valley and Moogerah Dam far below as well as the Cunningham Highway as it 

“esses” its way from the Fassifern Valley through the Gap onto the plains 

beyond. 

As usual, all but one congregated at the Aratula Bakery for the usual après walk 

social interaction, a most important part of the day. The other walker, our 

visitor, had to return home as her family had a cattle property where some of 

the prize Brahmans needed attention. Another great walk with great company 

successfully completed. 

   



 
 

[I mentioned lantana during the report. On Anzac Day I went driving and just left the vehicle to its own devices. I 

found myself turning off Undullah Road, a track that connects Wood Hill to the Ripley Valley. I turned off Undullah 

Road and drove out Wild Pig Road where there are some isolated houses most of which are roughly built and 

probably serve as retreats. I went as far as I could before encountering a really rough, steep section that was deeply 

potholed. In some of the potholes, stones and rocks had been placed to provide clearance. This was about ten 

kilometres in. Here I turned baxk. Has anyone been beyond this difficult section????  That’s not the point of this 

paragraph. Along Wild Pig Road and for many, many kilometres of Undullah Road there are literally thousands of 

huge stands of lantana choking out the natural vegetation. The lantana beetle imported especially to eliminate this 

ubiquitous pest had no effect. There has to be a way of getting rid of it – it just loves our temperate conditions.] 

  

 

 

 Gold Coast Marathon 

We are manning a drink station at the Gold Coast Half Marathon on Sunday 1st July. 
 

It'll be an early start - more details later - but a good fundraiser for the club (over $500), free shirt and a bit 
of fun, brekkie at a cafe afterwards. 

 
Please let Jill know on 0407 152 687 if you can help and also T shirt size. There will be more specific info 

closer to the date. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Anyone out there is interested in joining a relay for life team.  I am organising a team 

for the Jimboomba Relay for life which will be held at Hills International College 6th and 

7th October starts at 3pm on Saturday and finishes around 9am the following morning. 

Registration includes breakfast. 

Our team name is “DAYDREAM BELIEVERS” and we will be theming our team as hippies 

from the 70’s. We have some fundraisers organised and will provide details closer to 

those dates.  

If you have never relayed before click on the link below to get some idea of what is involved. 

www.relayforlife.org.au/globalassets/pdf-resources/how-relay-works-infographic-posters.pdf 

For more information contact Scherie Thompson at thompsonscherie@gmail.com or  

Mobile 0400 184 477 
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Walk through Green Mountains (O’Reilly) to Binna Burra (Class 4)  

9
th

 & 10
th

 June 2018 
 

There is now a confirmed 12 people doing this walk 

 
BYO linen, blankets and pillows, or hire linen for $20 for a double and $15 for a single. This includes pillow, sheets, 
blankets and towels  
Please note there are no power points or refrigeration in the Safari Tents.  
Campsite amenities include shower and toilet facilities 
 

The cafe will be open for dinner (5pm – 8pm) pizza and pasta and breakfast from 7.30am the following morning.  
Suggested to carry lunch for both days or you could possibly purchase something from the cafe. 
We will put out a heads up early June. 
 

The Saturday walkers are going to leave from Binna Burra and meet us on the track and return with us. 
 

Co-ordinator: Scherie Thompson thompsonscherie@gmail.com or mobile 0400 184 477. 
Please let me know if you haven't already if you would like me to arrange linen? 
 

mailto:thompsonscherie@gmail.com

